1. Trial attorneys' qualifications according to severity or type of case1:
Death Penalty Representation. Each attorney acting as lead counsel in a criminal case
in which the death penalty has been or may be decreed death penalty case or an
aggravated homicide case and in which the decision to seek the death penalty has not
yet been made shall meet the following requirements:
i. The minimum requirements set forth in Section 1; and
ii.

At least five years criminal trial experience; and

iii. Have prior experience as lead counsel in no fewer than nine jury trials of
serious and complex cases which were tried to completion; and
iv. Have served as lead or co-counsel in at least one aggravated homicide case
jury trial in which the death penalty was considered sought; and
v.

Have experience in preparation of mitigation packages in aggravated
homicide or persistent offender cases; and

vi. Have completed at least one death penalty defense seminar within the
previous two years; and
vii. Meet the requirements of SPRC 2.2
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Attorneys working toward qualification for a particular category of cases under this standard may
associate with lead counsel who is qualified under this standard for that category of cases.
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SPRC 2 APPOINTMENT OF COUNSEL
At least two lawyers shall be appointed for the trial and also for the direct appeal. The trial court shall retain responsibility for
appointing counsel for trial. The Supreme Court shall appoint counsel for the direct appeal. Notwithstanding RAP 15.2(f) and (h), the
Supreme Court will determine all motions to withdraw as counsel on appeal.
A list of attorneys who meet the requirements of proficiency and experience, and who have demonstrated that they are learned in the
law of capital punishment by virtue of training or experience, and thus are qualified for appointment in death penalty trials and for
appeals will be recruited and maintained by a panel created by the Supreme Court. All counsel for trial and appeal must have
demonstrated the proficiency and commitment to quality representation which is appropriate to a capital case. Both counsel at trial
must have five years’ experience in the practice of criminal law be familiar with and experienced in the utilization of expert witnesses
and evidence, and not be presently serving as appointed counsel in another active trial level death penalty case. One counsel must be,
and both may be, qualified for appointment in capital trials on the list, unless circumstances exist such that it is in the defendant’s
interest to appoint otherwise qualified counsel learned in the law of capital punishment by virtue of training or experience. The trial
court shall make findings of fact if good cause is found for not appointing list counsel.
At least one counsel on appeal must have three years’ experience in the field of criminal appellate law and be learned in the law of
capital punishment by virtue of training or experience. In appointing counsel on appeal, the Supreme Court will consider the list, but
will have the final discretion in the appointment of counsel. [Link]

